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Kim and Fedele discovered experimental evidence for the breakdown of the Millikan’s Law for the fall rate
of  oil  droplets  in  Nitrogen  gas  and  the  discrepancy  is  most  pronounced  for  smallest,  sub-micron  size
particles.  Here we explain these results by showing that the particle’s motion is determined in part by the
bare shear viscosity hl which is defined by the averaging length l.  This is in contrast with the usual theory
which involves the renormalized shear viscosity h.  An increase in gas pressure produces a decrease in the
bare shear viscosity and as a result,  the fall  rate increases.   This behavior is  opposite the Millikan law
prediction that an increase in pressure produces a decrease in fall rate.  As a result, the bare shear viscosity
hl is experimentally measurable by the fall rate.  The theory here uses a convective diffusion equation and a
Langevin approach will be presented elsewhere.
51.20.+d, 05.40.+j, 05.20.Dd, 51.10.+y
1. Introduction
The fall rate of particles of sub-micron size is of interest in a number of scientific areas [1].  Particles of this size are comparable to the wavelength
of light and the interaction between light and these particles is especially strong.  Furthermore, since particles of this size also tend to settle out of the
atmosphere at a much slower rate than larger particles, their effect on sunlight is much longer lived.  As an example, there is an indication that an impact of
large meteors with the Earth could generate large quantities of small particles which would shield the Earth from sunlight and it is thought this may have
caused the final  demise of the dinosaurs [2].   More recently,  the smoke generated by the uncontrolled burning of oil  in Kuwait  after  Desert  Storm
introduced large quantities of sub-micron particles high into the atmosphere.  Particles of the sub-micron size also have been implicated in causing lung
cancer since among other things, the lungs have difficulty discharging very small particles.  A great deal of effort has gone into the development of
electrostatic precipitators etc. so that these particles are removed from the smoke of coal fired power plants.  
Many of the predictions of the rate particles settle out of the atmosphere are based on the empirical Millikan’s law [3].  This law was originally
developed in connection with the famous Millikan oil drop experiment for the determination of the charge on an electron.  The particles studied experimen-
tally by Millikan were of a radius larger than 0.245 mM and gas pressure at most one atm and often quite less.  More recently, Kim and Fedele [4] studied
the fall rates of smaller particle down to a radius of perhaps 0.1 mM and pressures from 1-15 atm.  For the larger sized particles, Kim and Fedele found the
fall  rate decreased when the gas pressure increased in agreement with Millikan and the idea that the boundary conditions change from slip to stick.
However, for the smaller particles they found the fall rate increased when the gas pressure is increased.  The Kim-Fedele experiments were done with up
most care.  The protocol of using the same drop to measure the fall rate at various pressures and the reproducibility of the results make them especially
convincing.  The oil drops studied by Kim and Fedele are so small that Brownian motion becomes obviously apparent and given the anomalous behavior of
the fall rate, it is surprising that the mean square displacement measured by Kim and Fedele behaves normally as a function of gas pressure [4].
Here we outline a fall rate theory to see what ingredients can lead to an explanation of the Kim-Fedele experiments.   This new fall rate theory is
fundamentally based on the idea that the shear viscosity hl  for a gas depends upon the size or scale of the hydrodynamic phenomena of interest provided
the scale is small enough [5].  Section 2 introduces the bare shear viscosity hl  as related to the Navier-Stokes equation together with the concepts of
averaging length l and measurement length L.  The renormalized shear viscosity h is what is usually measured in the laboratory and h applies to usual
large scale hydrodynamic experiments.  We propose that the bare shear viscosity hl  applies to small scale fluid flow which is being probed by the sub-
micron oil drops in the Kim and Fedele experiment. Here the connection between hl and h is given by renormalization theory and an interpolation function
obtained using a mode coupling calculation is mentioned.  Section 3 gives the intuitive rationale for involving the bare shear viscosity hl in the drag force
on small spheres [6] falling in a gas.   Our argument is based on the contemplation of a numerical solution of the flow together with the calculation of the
drag force using the stress tensor.  We do not pretend our argument is rigorous for a Stokes-like drag force which has the bare shear viscosity hl instead of
the usual h.  However, it should also be kept in mind the Millikan formula as a correction to Stoke's Law has an empirical basis so it is entirely appropriate
that the discussion in section 3 is not rigorous.   A convective diffusion equation for the Brownian or B-particle concentration in an external field is
presented in Section 4 and this depends upon the bare diffusion coefficient and bare mobility in keeping with accepted practice.   The results of a fluctua-
tion-renormalization calculation produces a renormalized diffusion coefficient however the bare mobility is not affected.  The fall rate is obtained from the
convective diffusion equation in section 5 and a comparison is made with both the Kim-Fedele experimental results as well as the Millikan theory.  Section
6 shows how to calculate the mean square displacement of the B-particle and that the theory agrees with the Millikan result in this respect.  Finally our
results are summarized in Section 7 there also is a discussion of possible future work.
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2. The Navier-Stokes Equation and Renormalization
 The fluid velocity VHr, tL at the spatial point r and time t is usually defined in hydrodynamics [5, 6, 7, 8] as the average of the velocities of the gas
molecules contained in a small imaginary volume  l3  which is a part of the total system and it is reasonable to call l the “averaging length” [5].  The
volume  l3  for the computation of VlHr, tL is usually taken large enough so that  n0 l3  contains a large number of gas molecules and the fluctuation in the
number of particles in n0 l3  is  small.   If  the mean distance    between the molecules of the fluid is  obtained from the equilibrium number density
n0 = I1ë 3) then the condition that n0  l3  contains a large number of molecules means `l .   Some authors [8] include an additional average over a time
long compared with the collision time especially when n0 l3  contains relatively few particles and it is assumed the value of the fluid velocity VlHr, tL is
independent of the size and shape of the volume l3 which is reasonable provided l is large and for this reason the fluid velocity will be referred to simply
as VHr, tL but the l is implicitly there.  It is important to keep in mind that l cannot be taken too large either without missing important phenomena due to
the averaging but aside from these conditions the precise numerical value of l is usually not specified.
There is a second, larger length scale L which is used in principle to calculate the actual behavior of the fluid for example, as it flows passed a
sphere.  L can be no smaller than l because after doing the averaging mentioned above, there is no variation of the fluid velocity on a scale smaller than l.
When doing usual hydrodynamic calculations quite often the size of L can be ignored because the results are insensitive to the size of L.  The length L we
have in mind is much smaller than the B-particle radius a that is, L`a since L is a length scale that is small enough to capture the significant variation in
the fluid velocity.   Many hydrodynamic systems studied in the past were large enough so that the conditions `l and L`a  together with lbL were
satisfied easily but for sub-micron drops there can be a problem and an accommodation must be made if we are to use a hydrodynamic description.
Incidentally there is a whole class of problems of this sort involving MEMS or Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems [9] which are of considerable current
interest.  Later in section 3, we will make a pragmatic choice l=L which is consistent with the conditions on  l and L.  However, for now it is useful to
keep the conceptual difference between l and L.  
The drag force on the Brownian particle given here assumes the surrounding fluid is incompressible so V(r, t)  satisfies the Navier-Stokes equation
including rg  the external force of gravity [6]  
(1)r
∂
∂ t
V Hr, tL+r HVHr, tL ÿ“L VHr, tL = -“ pHr, tL + hl “2VHr, tL + r g
VHr, tL  is the fluid velocity, the pressure in the fluid is pHr, tL while r = m n0 is the fluid mass density where m is the mass of a molecule of the gas and g
is the acceleration of gravity.   The so-called "bare" shear viscosity hl for the averaging length l is introduced here consistent with modern usage  [10, 11,
12].  The Fourier transform of the spatial variable r appearing in the fluid velocity  V Hr, tL is given by
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When  the   fluctuations  in  the  fluid  density,  fluid  velocity  etc.  are  large  because  the  averaging  length  l  is  small,  then  equation  (1)  is  augmented  by  a
fluctuating stress tensor term that has a zero average [6].  This plays a role similar to the fluctuating force in the Langevin equation.  The fluctuations play
an important role since a stochastic average of the nonlinear, convective term in equation (1) results in a "fluctuation-renormalization" term  -Rl
hHkL k2 vkHtL
and equation (1) becomes after the Fourier transform [10, 11, 12, 13]
(3)r
∂
∂ t
vk HtL= -Â k pkHtL - hHkL k2 vkHtL
vkHtL in equation (3) is stochastic average fluid velocity for the wavenumber k and also vkHtL is defined with the steady state solution removed that is due to
gravity.   As  an  aside,  the  steady  state  solution  reappears  as  the  familiar  buoyant  force  mdg on  the  B-particle  where  md  is  the  fluid  displaced  by  the  B-
particle.  However, for the Kim-Fedele experiments the B-particle is massive M p md  so the buoyant force is small compared with the gravitational force
and so it will neglected.  The Fourier transform of the nonlinear convective term for the average velocity VHr, tL ÿ“VHr, tL  was not included in equation (3)
because the Reynolds number Re = Ua ên  is small for sub-micron particles.  
 The fluctuation-renormalization term is added to the Fourier transform of the viscous term -hl k2 vkHtL  in equation (1) so that the “renormalized”
shear viscosity hHkL for the measurement wavenumber k  is given by  [10, 11, 12, 13]
(4)hHkL = hl + RlhHkL .
in  equation  (3).  This  mixing  in  equation  (4)  of  the  measurement  wavenumber  k  and  the  averaging  length  l  is  a  little  unfortunate  but  has  the  virtue  of
distinguishing the two length l  and L   and their associated wavenumbers  k = 2 ˛ êl   and k = 2 ˛ êL.   Often the term "renormalized" is reserved for the
very large scale shear viscosity hH0L where L Ø ¶  or   k Ø 0 and by the way, it is easy to show from the definition of hl  that hlØh(0) when lØ¶.  The
“fluctuation-renormalization” Rl
hHkL interpolates between the shear viscosity hl  for the averaging length l and the renormalized, large scale shear viscosity
hHkL where L = 2 p êk.   When L=l (or k=k) there is no need for interpolation and RlhHkL =0 so that h HkL = hl  so in other words, the bare shear viscosity  hl
equals the renormalized shear viscosity  h HkL when it is measured on a length scale L equal to the averaging length scale l.  An important special case of
equation (4) which we use is when k=0  then  hH0L = hl + RlhH0L .  We will take the large scale shear viscosity hH0L to equal the Enskog shear viscosity hE
and hH0L>hE is  a  very  good approximation  at  least  for  pressures  in  the  range  of  1-15  atm used  in  the  Kim-Fedele  experiments.   Combining   the  above
results  in  a  formula  for  the  bare  shear  viscosity   hl = hE - Rl
hH0L  which  we  will  have  use  for  shortly.    A  straight  forward  but  tedious  mode  coupling
calculation  [14]  results  in  Rl
hH0L = a kB T r êhl l  with  kB  the  Boltzmann constant,  T  the  gas  temperature,  r  the  gas  mass  density,  and   a = 14 ê5 p2  is  a
numerical constant. Details of this calculation will be given elsewhere and it should be kept in mind this is an approximate result taking into account the
size  of  the  Enskog values  of  the  transport  coefficients  in  the  pressure  range 1-15 atm.    Experience  with  computer  simulations  [22]  indicates  this  value
underestimates Rl
hH0L probably since the ordinary hydrodynamic equations are inaccurate at short times and small distances.  But none-the-less this RlhH0L
will be used here to yield a practical equation for hl
(5)hl = hE -
a kB T r
hl l
.
provided we make a good choice for the size of l and more will be said about this in the next section.  Equation (5) is a quadratic which may be solved for
hl or alternatively, equation (5) can be solved iteratively for hl and in the first iteration,  hE appears in the denominator on the right hand side.  
It is generally expected that hl Ø 0  as lØ0 because on the microscale the system is not dissipative.  Notice there is an averaging length l for which
the right hand side of equation (5) vanishes and thus hl=0 however, this l is almost certainly too large since it is much larger than the mean molecular
distance.   Also as l decreases further, hl turns negative (or worse complex if the quadratic form is used) but this is not physically possible.   Correspond-
ing statements can be made about the gas density r and as a result equation (5) can be applied only for pressures less than 15 atm when particles as small as
0.2 mM particles are considered.  The density range for hl can be extended with a simple Padé approximation
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(6)hl =
hEK1 + a kB T r
hE2 l
O .
which has the proper behavior  hl Ø 0  as lØ0 but probably at a cost of accuracy at higher pressure. The above method for obtaining the bare shear
viscosity hl  in equation (5) is indirect since  hl  is given in terms of the renormalized shear viscosity hH0L > hE  together with the renormalization RlhH0L.
There is another direct way of calculating hl  as the time integral of the Peculiar Stress Tensor Auto-Correlation Function or PSTACF in much the same
way that the bare diffusion coefficient Dl  has been obtained in terms of the time integral of the Peculiar Velocity Auto-Correlation Function or PVACF
[5].  This method of obtaining hl is especially useful when combined with computer molecular dynamic simulation but we will not use this method here.  
3. A Modified Stokes Law
Fall rate calculations require the drag force, or resistance of the fluid on the spherical B-particle.  One might use the generalized Faxen theorem for
drag force on a sphere in an incompressible fluid with stick boundary conditions for the general case of non-steady motion of the sphere together with a
fluid with fluctuations [15].  However, this is quite a bit more complicated than is required here and we note the generalized Faxen theorem reduces to the
familiar Stokes law F = 6 p h a U  in the case where the B-particle mass density (oil) is large compared with the mass density of the surrounding fluid
(Nitrogen) as is the case in the Kim-Fedele experiment.   U is the velocity of the spherical B-particle, a is its radius, and it is assumed that the fluid comes
to rest with respect at the B-particle surface (the so-called “stick” boundary conditions).  The “stick” boundary conditions apply only at gas pressure large
enough so that the mean free path m is small compared with the B-particle radius a and the "slip" boundary condition correction [1, 16] becomes important
when mºa.  Millikan [3] proposed a modified Stokes law F = 6 ˛haU ê x  where the empirical interpolation function x  between slip and stick boundary
conditions  is  x = 1 + AHm êaL + BHm êaL ‰-CIaëmM.   A modern analysis [17] of Millikan's original data provides A=1.155, B=0.471, and C=0.596 for oil
droplets in air  and the mean free path m  is  calculated using m = h ê H0.490874 r cL   where c = H8 ê˛L kB T êm   the most probable speed of the gas
molecules,  r is the mass density of the gas, and we use h = 1.656µ10-4 gm ê Hcm - secL since the Kim-Fedele experiments were in Nitrogen.  It is well
known that h is independent of pressure [8] over a wide pressure range from 10-2 atm to a least 20 atm. 
Here we suggest that the oil droplets in the Kim-Fedele experiment are so small, that for the purposes of calculating the drag force, some account of
the wave number k variation in h(k) appearing in the Navier-Stokes equation (3) has to be made.  The usual drag force theory consists of taking h(k) to be
the Enskog or large scale shear viscosity and this is an appropriate approximation for larger spheres.  For smaller spheres, we use the following intuitive
argument to estimate the size of L=2˛/k.  Suppose we imagine a numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for the fluid velocity on a grid of cubes
each having volume L3 and this is followed by a numerical integration of the stress tensor over the surface of the sphere to get the drag force [6].  By the
way, a numerical solution is necessary if the B-particle has an irregular shape unless of course it is approximated by a sphere.  Clearly L must be much
smaller than the radius a of the B-particle otherwise important variations of the hydrodynamic field in the calculation of the drag force are averaged away.
The numerical error due to the size of L can be estimated using the Stokes analytical solution in the stress tensor followed by a numerical integration over
the surface of the sphere to get the drag force [6].  Symmetry reduces the surface integral to a single q angular integration and it quickly becomes clear the
angular distance between data points Dq can be no larger than H˛ ê2L ê100 > 0.01 in order to get the drag force accurate to say 1% with the corresponding
L > aDq > 0.01 a roughly.  One might think it a good idea to take L smaller still since that would seem to improve the accuracy of the drag force calcula-
tion but then the fluctuations in the fluid velocity would become so large that the average velocity would not have much meaning.  The fluctuations on a
small scale are important but their effect appears in the fluctuating force acting on the B-particle while the drag force corresponds to the average behavior.
As a result of the above considerations, the Stokes law drag force is approximated by F = 6 ˛hHkL aU ê x  with k = 2 ˛ êL and L = 0.01 a provisionally.
Since `lbL`a  and we have trouble satisfying both `l  and L`a for sub-micron particles,  a pragmatic choice l = L  and finally this condition
simplifes the drag force to 
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(7)F = 6 p hl a U ê x
with l = 0.01 a and where the same x is used as was proposed by Millikan to account for the transition from stick to slip boundary conditions.  Obviously
using Millikan's x unchanged is a bit problematic since Kim-Fedele worked  in a pressure and B-particle size regime outside that studied by Millikan.  That
said, our choice of hl to approximate hHkL is made in the same empirical spirit Millikan used to construct x.  Incidentally l=0.01a  also works fairly well for
particles having a larger radius a since then l=0.01a is so large that hlØh(0).  The above argument is used only to get an estimate of the size of l but in
section 5 an argument is made that it is the experiment itself that determines the size of the parameter l through the experimental determination of the bare
shear viscosity hl.  The bare particle mobility bl defined by U = bl F and equation (7) yields  
(8)bl = x ë I6 phl aM
and this mobility will be used in the convective diffusion equation discussed in the next section.  
4. The Convective Diffusion Equation
The dynamical behavior of the concentration c Hr, tL of the B-particle solute in a Nitrogen gas solvent and acted on by the gravitational force Mg is
well established [6, 18, 19, 20] and given by
(9)r
∂
∂ t
c Hr, tL+r HVHr, tL ÿ“L c Hr, tL= -“ÿ
where the concentration current  relative the solvent is given by
(10
) = -r Dl “c Hr, tL + r bl M g z` c Hr, tL + R
r is the total mass density  (solvent plus solute) and it is accepted practice [18, 20] to call the Dl  that appears in the constitutive relation (10) the "bare"
diffusion coefficient.  The "bare" mobility bl  is the effect of the gravitational acceleration g acting in the z` direction on the B-particle mass M.  The term
"bare" mobility bl appears not to have been used before but it's use here is consistent with Dl.  R is a random current which accounts for the fluctuations
in the fluid [6, 18] when l is relatively small.  The combination of equations (9) and (10) results in a convective diffusion equation for the B-particle
system in gravity.  The B-particle problem involves two times scales, the shorter of which is the "relaxation time"  Mx/(6pha) of the B-particle velocity
distribution to an equilibrium Maxwell-Boltzmann form.  The "diffusion time" scale 2 ëD   where D is the diffusion constant is much longer and is
physically the time it take the concentration to spread out a spatial distance  and pa.  The larger the spatial region , the longer the diffusion time.
When considering the longer time scale of diffusion, it is appropriate to use the steady state Stokes-Millikan form bl=1/(6 p hl a)  for the "bare" mobility. 
A "fluctuation renormalization" [13, 14] of the convective term in equation (9) plus (10) leads to a diffusion equation of the form [18, 20]
(11)
∂
∂ t
ckHtL= -D@kD k2 ckHtL + Â kz bl mB g ckHtL
where the spatial Fourier transform of the fluctuation average concentration ckHtL is defined similarly to equation (2) with kz  the wavevector component
associated with the z coordinate and D@kD is a "renormalized" diffusion coefficient.  D@kD is related to the bare diffusion coefficient Dl by the renormaliza-
tion equation [18, 20]  D@kD = Dl + RlD@kD where the renormalization RlD@kD interpolates between Dl  measured on the scale l=2p/k and D@kD measured on
the scale L=2p/k.  Notice that while the diffusion coefficient is fluctuation renormalized, the mobility is not renormalized and it is the bare mobility that
appears in equation (11).  Usually diffusion on a large scale LØ¶ (or kØ0) is what is usually measured or observed.  What this means is that L, the scale
on which the concentration varies is much larger than l and in practice L>>a the B-particle radius and what we need is the special case when kØ0
(12)D@0D = Dl + RlD@0D
The measurement  length  L  for  diffusion can be  different  from the  measurement  length  for  the  fluid  velocity  (discussed previously)  since  different
measurements are involved.  So here we take LØ¶ (or kØ0) since this limit appears naturally when calculating the mean square displacement and the fall
rate as will be seen shortly.  Several authors [18, 20] have pointed out Dl=0  for large, non-molecular sized B-particles.  This can been seen intuitively
since the bare diffusion coefficient is the time integral of the Peculiar Velocity Autocorrelation Function of PVACF [5].  The PVACF is just the B-particle
velocity with the total local fluid velocity subtracted and for large B-particles, the total local fluid velocity is equal to the B-particle velocity so the PVACF
vanishes.  The renormalization RlD@0D itself has been computed previously [18, 20] using mode coupling theory and a similar argument is used here to
obtain RlD@0D = kB T ê H6 ˛h@0D a ê xL with the presence of x to account for the transistion from slip to stick boundary conditions, the only new feature.  The
renormalized shear viscosity h[0] appears in this result since the averaging length for the concentration is l>a for hl º h@0D the usual renormalized shear
viscosity.  Combining this results together with  Dl = 0 in equation (12) yields the Millikan-Stokes-Einstein result
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(13)D@0D = kB T
6 ˛ h@0D a ê x
 This equation is in agreement with the Millikan formula [1] and it seems to agree with the Kim-Fedele data mean square displacement data as discussed in
section 6.  Again, equation (13) differs from Bedeaux-Mazur [15] and Keyes-Oppeneheim [20] just by the factor of x.  Equation (13) can also be obtained
using an Einstein-like argument [6] with the Fourier transform of equation (11) and this is instructive.  Assuming a steady state with d cHr, tL êdt=0 and
c Hr, tL∝Exp[-U(r)/(kBT)] with U(r) the gravitational potential energy, one gets  Dl=kB T ê H6 ˛ hl a ê xL.  The limit lØ¶ of this expression together with the
fact that  Dl Ø D@0D and hl Ø h@0D yields equation (13).  Dl Ø D@0D results form lØ¶ since in this limit, the local fluid velocity is zero and what remains
is the ordinary velocity autocorrelation function and renormalized diffusion coefficient.  This is not inconsistent with  Dl=0 for large B-particles since for
large B-particles the local fluid velocity is the same as the B-particle velocity and the PVACF vanishes causing Dl=0.  The solution to equation (11) is
easily obtained
(14)ckHtL= ExpA-D@kD k2 t + Â kz bl M g tE
where ckH0L=1  which is the initial condition that the B-particle is at the origin and this will prove useful in sections 5 and 6. 
5. The Fall Rate in Gravity
The average velocity of fall Ufall  or fall rate is obtained experimentally by measuring Xz\t  which is the average B-particle displacement displace-
ment Xz\t  at time t  is defined via
(15)X z \t ª ‡ z cHr, tL „ r
 z`  is in the direction of gravitational force Mg.  Since ckHtL is the spatial Fourier transform of c(r, t) defined analogous to equation (2), it follows that 
(16)
∂
∂ kz
ckHtL = Â‡ z cHr, tL ‰Âkÿr „ r
and comparison of equations (15) and (16) yields the useful relation
(17)X z \t = -Â B ∂
∂ kz
ckHtLF
k=0
Expression (14) for ck@tD can easily be used in equation (17) to yield
(18)X z \t = bl M g t
Finally the fall rate Ufall is given by taking the time derivative of equation (18) 
(19)Ufall =
M g
6 phl a ê x
where equation (8) for the mobility bl was utilized.   Equation (19) is the same as the Millikan law of the fall rate except the bare shear viscosity hl appears
in equation (19) instead of the renormalized shear viscosity h[0].    The fall rate Ufall given by equation (19) is graphed below together with the Kim-Fedele
experimental data.  
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Figure:  Experimental and theoretical fall rates as a function of gas pressure P
The solid lines in the graph above were obtained using our new fall rate formula equation (19) together with equation (5) for the bare shear
viscosity and the averaging length was chosen as l=0.08äR to best fit the smallest radius a data.  The solution to the quadratic equation (5) for the bare
shear viscosity hl has the virtue of fitting the smallest particles in the Kim-Fedele data better but the Pade approximant (6) allows for a much greater range
of particle size and gas pressure. When equation (6) is used, the effect is smaller for the 0.45 mM particles than shown in the figure above. The bottom solid
line represents the smallest a=0.20 mM particles and the top solid line represents the largest 0.45 mM droplets with the intermediate solid lines in steps of
0.05 mM.  The dots are the Kim-Fedele experimental data and dots of the same color represent droplets of the same size.  The dashed lines are the result of
the original Millikan fall rate formula which uses the usual experimental shear viscosity h.  Clearly our new formula predicts the fall rate increases as the
gas pressure is increases in qualitative agreement with the Kim-Fedele experimental results .  This is in contrast to the Millikan result which predicts a
decrease in the fall rate as the pressure is increased due to a transition from slip to stick boundary conditions.  The new fall rate formula predicts a 45%
enhancement over the Millikan fall rate for 0.20 mM particles at 15 atm.   The smaller the B-particles the greater the effect of the fluctuation renormaliza-
tion on the shear viscosity because the fluctuations are larger in comparison with the particle. The effect of the bare viscosity is nonlinearly dependent on
the particle radius and the graph shows the effect of the bare shear viscosity appears rather "explosively" as the radius of the particles studied is decreased.  
 There is another way to analyze the experimental fall rate data.  The fall rate can be used together with equation (19) to determine the bare shear
viscosity so the apparatus functions as a sort of bare shear viscometer. This hl  can then be used with, for exmaple, equation (6) to solve for l.  This value
of l together with the bare shear viscosity  hl could then be used in a different experiment like, for example, the motion of a sub-micron size particle in a
time varying or constant electric field and or magnetic field.  
6. The Mean Square Displacement
The  deviation  from  the  average  distance  of  fall  is  defined  as  dz = z - Xz\  and  then  the  average  of  the  square  of  the  deviation  isY dz2 ]t = Y z2 ]t - X z \t2 where X z \t  has already been calculated in equation (18).   Y z2 ]t  is defined in a manner similar to Xz\t   in equation (15) and Y z2 ]t   is
easily obtained by taking a second derivative with respect to the wavenumber component kz
(20)Y z2 ]t = - B ∂2
∂ kz2
ckHtLF
k=0
Using ckHtL from equation (14) in equation (20) together with equation (18) yields the familiar Einstein formula
(21)Y dz 2] = 2 D@0D t
where the renormalized diffusion coefficient D[0] is given by equation (13) in terms of h[0] the bare shear viscosity.  Y dz2 ]t  was measured by Kim-Fedele
while doing the fall rate measurements and they essentially showed their data for Y dz2 ]t  was in agreement with equation (21) combined with equation (13)
for D[0].  Thus it possible to explain both the abnormal fall rates Ufall and the normal behavior of Y dz2 ]t  with the same theory.  The basic reason for this is
that the current  in equation (10) depends upon the bare diffusion coefficient Dl  and the bare mobility bl.  The subsequent "fluctuation-renormalization"
of the convective term in equation (9) results in the bare diffusion coefficient being renormalized D[0] in equation (11) while the bare mobility is not
renormalized.  
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while doing the fall rate measurements and they essentially showed their data for Y dz2 ]t  was in agreement with equation (21) combined with equation (13)
for D[0].  Thus it possible to explain both the abnormal fall rates Ufall and the normal behavior of Y dz2 ]t  with the same theory.  The basic reason for this is
that the current  in equation (10) depends upon the bare diffusion coefficient Dl  and the bare mobility bl.  The subsequent "fluctuation-renormalization"
of the convective term in equation (9) results in the bare diffusion coefficient being renormalized D[0] in equation (11) while the bare mobility is not
renormalized.  
7. Summary and Conclusions
The theory of the bare shear viscosity hl  described here was used above to explain the Kim-Fedele fall rate data and the results are in reasonable
agreement given what is know experimentally and theoretical at the present time.  The fall distance measurements X z \t   were taken at 10 seconds in the
Kim-Fedele experiments and for the smallest particles studied, and the X z \t  was comparable in with Y dz 2] .  Taking the fall distance measurements
over a longer time would help to reduce the experimental uncertainty in the fall rates but at a cost in terms of the time the experiment would run.  Fuchs [1,
21] and others have pointed out the special problems of measuring the fall rate for particles so small that their Brownian motion is large.  The utility of the
bare shear viscosity hl  concept will become more apparent as it is used for prediction in future experiments like, for example, the fall rate of charged
submicon droplets in an electric or magnetic field.  Also the fall rate of smaller sub-micron sized particles could be measured at pressures higher than 15
atm.   Fall rates of particles under pressure greater than one atm would be important in the study of the atmosphere of planets like Saturn and Jupiter.  Also
a Langevin equation based argument can be used to provide an explanation of the Kim-Fedele experiment and but this will be presented elsewhere.
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